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Privatimus Now Providing Security and Risk 
Mitigation Exclusively for Family Offices, Exposed 
Persons, Wealth Management and Corporate Clients 
Headquartered in Hamburg, Germany, Privatimus provides security and consulting services to 
an exclusive group of clientele around the world.  
    
HAMBURG, Germany (August 1st, 2013) – Privatimus announced today its official 
company launch in providing security consultation, risk mitigation and protection to an 
exclusive group of clientele including family offices, exposed persons, high net worth 
individuals (HNWI), wealth management and corporate clients. Based out of Hamburg, 
Germany, Privatimus provides security and consulting services to clients around the 
world. 
 
Built with a global network of experienced security advisors 
and operatives with over 20 years of experience working with 
some of the world’s largest multinationals, family offices, 
wealth management firms, and exposed persons, Privatimus 
provides exclusive service that protects their client’s personal 
financial and family interests across cultures and time zones.  
 
Premium services offered by Privatimus protect a client’s 
privacy, reputation, assets, identity and their family members, 
wherever they are in the world. These services include risk 
assessments and intelligence, strategic protection concepts, 
and operational security in addition to investigations and background checks.  
 
Additional services from Privatimus include business continuity management, travel 
security & global assistance services, crisis & risk management and mitigation, 
security training & Social Media awareness as well as other areas of expertise. The 
company also offers OSRINT®, its patented Open Source Risk Intelligence advanced 
monitoring technology to identify and track personal data online in open sources. For 
data security, Privatimus offers a Secure File Sharing Portal for sharing confidential 
documents and reports with clients. 
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Zeeshan Nasir, Partner 
of Privatimus 
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Zeeshan Nasir, a partner of Privatimus gained 15+ years security and consulting 
experience as a personal security advisor to high net worth individuals and providing 
global operational security to exclusive clientele. He comments: "Privatimus provides a 
very personal service to our clients, and deals discreetly with the most important 
aspects of life: safety and security. Client relationships and the bespoke services we 
offer are built on core values of reliability, integrity, confidentiality and 
professionalism. Our sophisticated protection strategies are made in Germany and 
implemented around the world.”  

 
About Privatimus GmbH 
We are a company of high integrity, scale and reach. Since 1993, our experts have 
provided security advice, risk mitigation and protection to family offices, wealth 
management firms, exposed persons, high net worth individuals (HNWI), groups, and 
corporate clients around the world. Everything we do in identifying risks, protection 
strategies, operational security or background checks must be executed with pinpoint 
precision.   
 
Privatimus focuses on an exclusive group of high-profile clientele exposed in public due 
to their professional activities, family history and wealth, or because of general public 
interest. We have a worldwide network of experts who can work across cultures and 
time zones to help ensure our client’s personal interests are protected. 
 
Life Demands Perfection. 
 
Visit us at: www.privatimus.com 
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